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About Tanzania 
The United Republic of Tanzania borders Kenya and 
Uganda to the North, Rwanda, Burundi and The 
Democratic Republic of Congo to the west and 
Zambia, Malawi and Mozambique to the south and is 
4 ½ times the size of Britain. In April 1964 
Tanganyika joined Zanzibar and the Republic of 
Tanzania was formed. Tanzania’s climate is mostly 
tropical, but due to the size of the country there are 
regional variations. The coast and lakes are hot and 
humid, the interior is hot and dry and the highlands 
such as Kilimanjaro are generally warm and dry 
during the day and cold at night.  Tanzania’s main 
rainy season is between November and mid-May 
(short rains start at the end of October to December 
and the long rains happen from March until May). 

 

Being Responsible 
Anyone who has trekked Kilimanjaro will tell you how 
important the porters are, but they are not always 
treated well by trekking companies. We are proud to 
announce that we are one of a small number of UK 
Tour Operators who are official partners of the 
International Mountain Explorers Connection (IMEC) 
which works closely with the Kilimanjaro Porters 
Assistance Project (KPAP) to improve conditions for 
porters and mountain crew on Kilimanjaro. Learn 
more here: http://www.kiliporters.org.  

 

About Mount Kilimanjaro   
Mount Kilimanjaro is located in north east Tanzania 
on the border with Kenya. Kilimanjaro is actually an 
extinct volcano geologically associated with the 
creation of the Great Rift Valley 100km to the west. It 
is one of the highest mountains in the world that can 
be climbed without technical equipment and is one of 
the Seven Summits. The Bantu speaking group 
called the Chagga are the main residents around the 
foothills. The first European to set foot on the highest 
point of Africa was Hans Meyer in 1889 and since 
then this breathtakingly beautiful snow-capped 
mountain has become a popular destination for 
those wishing to experience the challenge of their 
lives.  

There are five main ecological zones on Kilimanjaro:  
 
Lower slopes (1800m): Grazing land, cultivation, 
farming settlements; generally fertile and lush with 
small mammals. 
 
Forest zone (1800-2800m): The forest completely 
encircles the mountain and provides water to the 
lower slopes. It supports a variety of wildlife including 
buffalo, Colobus monkeys and bush pig. It is 
generally damp and cloudy with cool nights. 
 
Heath and Moorland zone (2800-4000m): This is a 
semi-alpine area with heath like vegetation and 
abundant wild flowers. Jackal, buffalo and possibly 
small wildcats live at this level.                        
 
Alpine desert zone (4000m-5000m) A semi desert 

zone with sub-zero night temperatures and up to 
25°C during the day. Water is scarce and there are 
only 55 recorded species of plants that survive here 
and few mammals and birds. 
 
Summit (5000m) The arctic zone has freezing cold 
nights and oxygen is half that at sea level. 
Kilimanjaro was once completely covered by an ice 
cap but at present only a small fraction of the glacier 
remains. There are serious concerns that the ice 
may completely disappear by 2020.  

http://www.kiliporters.org/
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Trek Overview 
The Kilimanjaro Challenge will take the Machame 
Route which is considered to be the most scenic but 
also one of the most challenging trekking routes on 
Kilimanjaro. Subject to weather conditions you will be 
treated to dominating views of Kibo, the main summit 
cone, for most of your trek. 

 
Who will accompany us? 

This trek is accompanied by professional English-
speaking local guides who have an excellent 
knowledge of hiking in the region and will often have 
summited Kilimanjaro hundreds of times on various 
routes around the mountain. The guides are first aid 
trained and will support you throughout your journey.  
You will also be supported by an excellent team of 
assistant guides, cooks and porters who together 
make your journey possible. You will be accompanied 
throughout your challenge by a Different Travel 
Company UK tour manager. 

 
What is the climate like? 
Temperatures will be dependent upon the weather 
but you can expect temperatures to average 20°C 
during the first few days, dropping down to 0°C at 
night, then decreasing to 5-15°C during the day as 

you ascend, with sub-zero night time temperatures 
(down to -10°C on average). The summit night will be 
extremely cold, with wind chill having an enormous 
impact on the temperature; temperatures usually 
range from a balmy -5°C to an Arctic -30°C or colder. 
Weather conditions will vary as the mountain has its 
own unpredictable weather systems so it could be 
bright and sunny, rainy, cloudy or humid. It’s 
important to be prepared for all weather conditions 
and temperatures by packing technical non-cotton 
layers and waterproofs.  
 
What are the camping conditions like? 
At camp you will stay in 3-man tents (two to a tent). 
You will need to bring your own sleeping mat and 
sleeping bag.  
Meals will be taken in a mess tent where a table, 
chairs, plates, mugs, cutlery and other equipment is 
provided for you. Meals are cooked by your own 
dedicated trek chef who will prepare hearty, delicious 
Tanzanian and Western meals that will keep your 
energy levels high for each day’s trek. 
Each morning you will be provided with a bowl of hot 
water and soap to freshen up for the day ahead but 
there are no showers so please bring a pack of baby 
wipes to keep as clean as possible.  
Toilet facilities at camp will be long drop toilet huts 
which are often extremely smelly. Toilet paper is not 
provided so you will need to bring your own. During 
the trek you will need to pack up any toilet paper you 
use to dispose of properly at camp. NEVER leave 
toilet paper or other litter on the trail.   

 
What is the terrain like? 

The terrain will vary the trek but each day on your 
way up to the summit you will experience undulating 
terrain with a generally uphill gradient so it is 
essential that your training includes hill walking and 
trekking up and down gradients. On the way down 
from the summit back to the gate it is downhill most of 
the way. Underfoot the terrain will vary depending on 
the climatic region you are trekking in; see the feature 
on page 1 for information. 
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Half way through the trek you reach the Barranco wall 
which is a vertical rock wall with a narrow winding 
path with a drop on your right hand side. No technical 
climbing skills are required but scrambling over large 
rocks is necessary. Your guides and support staff will 
help you every step of the way.  

 
What about altitude? 
The altitude you experience on this trek is up to 
5895m which is very significant and as such there is 
a likelihood of altitude related symptoms. Your local 
guide will be very experienced in spotting the signs of 
altitude sickness but it is important that you also do 
some research into the effects so you can be aware 
of how your body is adjusting. A great source of 
information can be found at 
http://www.nhs.uk/conditions/Altitude-
sickness/Pages/Introduction.aspx or 
http://www.traveldoctor.co.uk/altitude.htm. 
You may also wish to speak to your GP about 
Acetazolamide (Diamox) medication which may help 
you acclimatise faster and avoid altitude sickness. 
Please note that this medication is an unlicensed 
prescription-only medication in the UK and as it is 
unlicensed, your GP may not wish to prescribe it to 
you. Common mild symptoms of altitude sickness are 
headache, nausea, loss of appetite, disturbed sleep 
and fatigue. These generally subside after a few 
days, once your body acclimatises to the altitude. It is 
vital that you make your guides and tour manager 
aware of any symptoms immediately so you can be 
monitored. 
 
Important info about altitude: 

If you begin to show symptoms of moderate altitude 
sickness, don't go higher until symptoms decrease. 

If symptoms increase, you must descend 
immediately. Your tour guide and tour manager’s 
decision for you to descend must be respected. 

Different people acclimatise at different rates. You 
must keep aware of your own symptoms. 

Stay well hydrated. You need to drink lots of fluids 
to remain properly hydrated (at least three litres per 
day from water, soup, tea, juices etc.). Urine output 
should be copious and clear to pale yellow. 

Take it easy and don't overexert yourself when you 
first arrive at altitude. 

Avoid tobacco, alcohol and other depressant drugs 
including, barbiturates, tranquillisers, sleeping pills 
and opiates such as codeine. These decrease the 
respiratory drive during sleep resulting in a worsening 
of symptoms. 

Eat a high calorie diet while at altitude. 

Acclimatisation is inhibited by overexertion, 
dehydration, and alcohol. 
 
How tough is it? 
This trek is graded challenging to extreme because 
you will be trekking over varying terrain which will be 
uphill all the way, you will be exposed to altitudes up 
to 5895m, and you will camp in basic campsites. 
Each day you will trek up to 8 hours per day and may 
only cover 5km because of the vital requirement to 
trek pole pole (slowly) to acclimatise. 
 
Summit night is the most difficult night/day on the trek 
because it starts at 11pm or 12am after only a few 
hours’ sleep, and you trek through the cold and dark 
of the night up to the summit on a loose scree path 
until you reach the top of the crater at Stella Point, 
around 6 hours later. You then take around an hour 
to trek around the crater rim to the true summit, 
Uhuru Peak. It is an incredibly arduous night. You 
need to stay positive, remember your goal, and keep 
a very slow, steady pace. The hard work pays off 
after you reach the summit and have taken your 
photos as the famous signpost! You then take an 
almost immediate descent of 5-6 hours to a much 
lower altitude campsite where you will have a well-
deserved rest before trekking back down to the gate 
the following day where you say kwaheri to the 
mountain and your guides and porters. 
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Who can take part? 
The trek can be undertaken by anyone of any age 
(min. 18 unless accompanied by an adult) as long as 
you have a good level of fitness and you are healthy 
and determined. There is no upper age limit. It is 
advised that you are of a very good fitness level 
before departure to ensure fast recovery from each 
day’s exertions. An ideal candidate for the trek would 
be someone who enjoys being out of their comfort 
zone and trying something new. 
 

 
How fit do I need to be? 
If you do not already regularly exercise it is crucial 
that you start training (including plenty of hills!) before 
departure to ensure your best chance of enjoyment 
on the trip. This could include speed walking, hill 
walking, swimming, running, cycling, gym workouts, 
team sports, boot camps, yoga etc. You can 
download a number of free apps, which will help you 
train and track your progress. E.g. iMapMyRide, 
C25K (couch to 5k run) and MyFitnessPal. It is 
possible to complete the trek without training but it 
will be difficult and may hinder your experience, and 
the experience of your teammates. The ascent does 
not require technical climbing skills as it is a ‘trekking 
peak’ but it is still a vast mountain at high altitude so it 
is important to take your training seriously. 
 
We require a medical form to be completed by 
everyone upon registering, and any pre-existing 
conditions, medications used and other medical 
issues must be noted and (if relevant) signed by your 
GP. Any conditions that develop must be declared 
and a new medical form completed and signed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Different Travel’s Online Training  
Different Travel has teamed up with Brightside 
Personal Training to bring you a fun and unique way 
to train for your upcoming challenge without needing 
to leave the comfort of your home or signing up for an 
expensive gym membership. Please see here for 
more information: 
http://brightsidept.kajabi.com/sp/34357   
 

What is included? 
Trip cost: £395 registration fee* + £3,450 minimum 
sponsorship for Zoe’s Place Baby Hospice. 
*NB - the registration fee can be paid in instalments. 

 
Trip Includes: 

Flights from London (exc. airport taxes), all transfers 
& transport in Tanzania, accommodation in 3 star 
hotel in Moshi, tents on trek, all meals, local expert 
English speaking guides, porters and cooks, 
Kilimanjaro National Park entrance fees, trekking 
permits, a UK Different Travel tour manager. 
 
Trip Does Not Include: 

Airport taxes (approx. £250), Tanzania visa 
(£40/US$50), travel insurance, vaccinations, malaria 
prophylaxis, personal expenses (drinks, souvenirs, 
etc.), tips (approx. US$300 per person depending on 
group size), personal trekking kit (see packing list 
below). 
 

http://brightsidept.kajabi.com/sp/34357-different-travel-sales-page
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Day 1 (Thursday 6th October 2016): London - 
Kilimanjaro 
Depart London for Kilimanjaro. 
 
Day 2 (Friday 7th October 2016):  Moshi 
On arrival, transfer to your hotel in Moshi where you 
have free time before a briefing and welcome dinner 
tonight. Meals: Dinner. 

 
Day 3 (Saturday 8th October 2016): Machame Gate 
- Machame Huts (3,000m) 
A 45 minute drive from the hotel delivers you to 
Machame Gate to register and meet your porters. 
Your pace will be slow and gentle and the day will be 
spent trekking slowly up the muddy track through the 
rain forest. It’s a long day and typically takes 7– 8 
hours but by the end you emerge into a clearing and 
the welcome sight of your tents, hot tea and dinner. 
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner. 
 
Day 4 (Sunday 9th October 2016): Machame Huts - 
Shira Plateau (3,840m) 
Following a cooked breakfast you start the climb 
through the remaining rainforest towards the giant 
moorland zone. The trek today is much shorter and 
the environment changes rapidly as you ascend out 
of the rainforest. Depending on the group pace, it is a 
5 - 6 hour trek, during which you gain approximately 
800 metres in altitude. Lunch is taken on a stunning 
outcrop of rock before completing the last stretch to 
Shira Camp and a stunning view over the Shira 
Plateau. Weather permitting you should also get your 
first close views of Kibo - the dramatic peak of 
Kilimanjaro. Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner. 
 
Day 5 (Monday 10th October 2016): Shira Plateau - 
Barranco Camp (3,950m) 

After breakfast you set off early as today is a long 
trek. You will climb gradually through alpine desert 
where you reach a crossroads with the option of 
climbing to an altitude of 4,500 metres to the Lava 
Tower, or dropping back down towards Barranco 
Camp. It will depend on how fit you feel at the 
crossroads as to whether you visit the Lava Tower, 
but if you can manage it, it is extremely useful for 
acclimatisation. Whilst long, the environment is 
extraordinary and few would disagree that Barranco, 
nestled at the foot of Kibo, is a wonderful campsite. 
Your sleeping altitude is not much higher than the 
previous night at Shira but this is a great day for 
acclimatisation if you make it to the Lava Tower at 
4,500 metres. Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner. 
 

Day 6 (Tuesday 11th October 2016): Barranco 
Camp - Karanga Camp (3,963m) 
After breakfast, your first obstacle is to breach the 
Barranco Wall, a 600-foot rock face. No technical 
climbing experience is required and whilst steep, it is 
still classed as a trek. This portion of the trek will 
involve scrambling over rocks. Once over the wall, 
the climb becomes extremely beautiful, with fantastic 
views of the crags of the jagged peaks on your left, 
and then descends into the Karanga Valley where 
you will camp for the night. This is a long day but 
highly rewarding. Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner. 
 
Day 7 (Wednesday 12th October 2016): Karanga 
Camp - Barafu Camp (4,700m) 

It is a slow hike up to Barafu, which means "ice" in 
Swahili. The air feels quite thin as you climb out of 
the Karanga Valley. It can be extremely cold at this 
altitude and with an early start ahead, an early night 
is required. At midnight you start the final ascent to 
Uhuru Peak – the Summit. Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, 
Dinner. 
 
Day 8 (Thursday 13th October 2016): Barafu Camp 
- Uhuru Peak (5,895m) to Mweka Hut 
After snacks and hot drinks, we start trekking around 
midnight on the most demanding part of the 
mountain. As you ascend, the sun climbs 
spectacularly behind you, staining the sky vibrant 
reds and oranges. Once you reach Stella Point, you 
have reached the top of the Machame route and are 
only an hour from Uhuru Peak, the highest point in 
Africa, and the world's highest solitary peak 
(5895m/19,340ft). You will descend to Barafu Camp 
for lunch and a rest before continuing to descend for 
another 5-6 hours to Mweka Hut. You will have 
ascended 3,600ft and descended 7,200ft in a period 
of 14-18 hours. Although exhausting, you will have 
achieved something extraordinary. Meals: Breakfast, 
Lunch, Dinner. 

 
Day 9 (Friday 14th October 2016): Mweka Hut - 
Moshi 
In the morning you will say thank you and farewell to 
your team of porters and guides before you trek to 
Mweka Gate through the rainforest (approx. 6 hours). 
You will then transfer back to the hotel for a rest and 
a hot shower! Enjoy dinner tonight and celebrate your 
climb. Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner. 
 
Day 10-11 (Saturday 15th - Sunday 16th October 
2016):  Moshi - Kilimanjaro- London 

Transfer to the airport for your overnight flight to 
London, arriving the next day (depending on flight 
times). Meals: Breakfast. 
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A is for Arrival. All visitors require a visa for entry 
into Tanzania. You can obtain your single entry 
tourist visa from the Tanzania High Commission in 
London prior to departure for £40 (correct at time of 
writing). Visit http://tanzaniahighcommission.co.uk  for 
forms and full details on how to apply. You can also 
currently obtain a visa on arrival at Kilimanjaro airport 
at the cost of US$50. Your passport should have a 
remaining validity of at least six months after 
departure from Tanzania and that you have enough 
empty pages for your visa and entry stamp. 

A is also for Accommodation. You will stay in a 
central hotel in Moshi before and after the trek and 
camping during the trek. The accommodation is on 
a twin-share basis. In the event of there being an 
odd number of people, a triple room and single-
occupancy may be provided. 

A is also for Altitude. Please see the feature above. 
Everyone will have some symptoms to varying 
degrees including: headache, nausea, lack of 
appetite, insomnia, fatigue, dehydration. Drinking lots 
of water and trekking ‘pole pole’ (slowly) helps you 
acclimatise. See your GP about options for 
medication to help with the altitude and refer to 
http://www.nhs.uk/conditions/Altitude-
sickness/Pages/Introduction.aspx or 
http://www.traveldoctor.co.uk/altitude.htm for more 
details. It is vital that you are honest about your 
condition and inform your local guide or tour leader if 
you experience any symptoms of illness so you can 
be assessed. It is imperative that you listen to the 
advice of the guides and if you are asked to descend 
because you are suffering from altitude sickness, you 
should not question their authority for your own safety 
and the safety of the group. 
 
B is also for Begging. This is rarely an issue in 
Moshi. When you are descending the mountain on 
the last day you may be asked for things like sweets, 
chocolate, your hat, your water bottle or money from 
the local children. Please do not hand things out to 
the children as they will come to rely on tourists for 
money and items. Sweets should not be handed out 
as many children do not have access to dental health 
care and your kindness could be doing more harm 
than good. 
 
B is also for Books. There are several excellent 

guide books on East Africa, Tanzania and Mount 
Kilimanjaro. A highly recommended book is 

Kilimanjaro: The Trekking Guide to Africa's Highest 
Mountain – 3rd Edition (Trailblazer Guides) by Henry 
Stedman. ISBN 978-1-905864249 Available from all 
good book stores. 

B is also for Boots. You will need to wear hiking 
boots during the trek so please ensure you have 
some well in advance of departure so you can break 
them in properly. A waterproof, breathable pair with a 
flexible Vibram (or similar) sole will be best. Make 
sure you try on lots of pairs before you choose some. 
You are strongly recommended to wear your boots 
on the plane (or take in your hand baggage) in case 
there are any problems or delays with your luggage. 
Comfortable boots are one of the most difficult pieces 
of luggage to replace/hire at short notice. 

B is also for Bottle. You will need a bottle to carry 
your own drinking water – around 2-3 litres per day. 
You must be able to carry this yourself throughout the 
day. Most people prefer to bring a two-litre water 
container such as a CamelBak or Platypus hydration 
system plus a one litre bottle as a backup in case 
your hydration system tube freezes on summit night 
(very common). Please note, when shopping for a 

hydration system be wary of the cheaper alternatives 
to the CamelBak or Platypus brands, as they are 
notorious for leaking and experiencing valve 
problems. You must always test your hydration 
system well in advance of departure to ensure there 
are no problems. Regular bottles are also fine as per 
your preference.See also D is for Dehydration and 
W is for Water. 

C is for Communications. The country code from 
Tanzania to UK is +44. To make phone calls to UK 
numbers from a mobile you will need to replace the 
first 0 with +44. When dialling from a public phone 
you will need to replace the first 0 with 0044. There is 
also a widely spread mobile phone network across 
the country and it is thus quite likely that your mobile 
phone will work if your phone is tri or quad band. 
Mobiles phones work on most sections of Mt. 
Kilimanjaro – right up to the summit, although you 
cannot charge your mobile on the mountain. Whilst in 
the hotel you may have access the internet and e-
mail and cyber cafes have sprung up all over major 
towns and cities.  

C is also for Clothing. Please bring non-cotton 
technical clothing for optimum comfort and hygiene. 
Non-cotton garments (e.g. polyester, nylon, 
polypropylene, Merino wool etc.), wick sweat away 
from your skin leaving your clothing dry. Cotton 
clothing absorbs sweat and stays wet which will make 
you very cold, which can be dangerous in a mountain 

http://tanzaniahighcommission.co.uk/
http://www.nhs.uk/conditions/Altitude-sickness/Pages/Introduction.aspx
http://www.nhs.uk/conditions/Altitude-sickness/Pages/Introduction.aspx
http://www.traveldoctor.co.uk/altitude.htm
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environment. Cotton clothes also get smelly fast 
whereas technical items can be worn for days on end 
without smelling. This in turn means you do not need 
to buy or pack as many items of clothing. 
Sports clothes, clothes you wear to the gym or 
running gear is usually non-cotton so check what you 
have already before you go shopping! If you invest in 
a few key technical garments you can wear these for 
the entire trek.  
During the day you may only need a lightweight top 
and trekking trousers but you may need to add a 
warmer mid layer or fleece when you stop for lunch 
and during early morning starts when the 
temperatures are lower. A loose fitting, long sleeved 
shirt or base layer is more practical than a short 
sleeved t-shirt, as you can roll sleeves up and down 
as required but please use your own judgement and 
consider your preferences. It is cold at night so 
please bring warm layers for the evenings. See the 
packing list below for more details. You do not need 
to bring a clean outfit for each trek day; pack light! 

D is for Day pack. Throughout the trek you will carry 
a daypack containing the essentials you will need 
during the trek day while your main luggage is 
transported to camp by porters. Things you will 
include in your daypack include: personal first aid kit, 
warm layer, sun cream, three litres of water, toilet 
paper, wet wipes and camera.  We recommend a 25-
30 litre pack with a chest strap and hip belt. It is likely 
to weigh around 6-8kg when packed, so you must be 
prepared for this by carrying the equivalent during 
your training walks. Try on lots of daypacks before 
you buy and remember that it must have a hip belt 
and chest strap for optimum comfort and load 
bearing. You have to carry this yourself so please 
invest some time into finding a suitable, well-fitting 
daypack. 

D is also for Dehydration. This is a potential 
problem caused by exertions of trekking each day or 
diarrhoea or vomiting. Day time temperatures can 
rise to 25C so it is wise to consume at least 3 litres of 
water, plus plenty of soups, teas and coffees to avoid 
the risk of dehydration. You should also bring a 
supply of rehydration salts with you. It is worth 
considering bringing electrolyte tablets which you add 
to water to turn it into an isotonic sports drink that can 
help prevent dehydration by topping up the essential 
salts and sugars lost when you sweat.  
Recommended brands include Nuun or Zero and are 
available in a wide variety of flavours for around £6 
for 12 tablets.  
While trekking, make sure you check the water level 
of your CamelBak hydration system at rest stops so 
you can monitor your intake, and remember that 

taking small regular sips is more efficient than taking 
large glugs.  
Your water will be purified for you with chlorine and 
this can leave a strong chemical taste in the water. 
You are recommended to bring a small (500ml max) 
bottle of squash or some electrolyte tablets to mask 
the taste of chemicals in order to ensure you drink 
plenty of water. See also W is for Water. 
 
D is also for Dietary Requirements. The majority of 
special diets, such as vegetarian, vegan, gluten-free, 
etc., can be catered for. Please ensure that you notify 
us of any dietary requirements at the time of booking 
or as soon as possible. 
 
D is also for Discount. Nomad Travel has kindly 
offered a 10% discount against any purchase of kit 
and equipment online or in-store and a 10% discount 
off vaccinations at their travel clinics. Also Cotswold 
Outdoor are offering our clients 15% discount for use 
at their stores or online. Please contact us for a 
voucher. 

E is also for Electricity. Mains electricity is 230v/ 50 

Hz but is subject to fluctuations and power cuts. 
Plugs are 3 square pin sockets (British style).   
 
E is also for Environment. The wonderful 

environment of Kilimanjaro is also an extremely 
fragile one. Increasing numbers of trekkers threatens 
to destroy the very beauty which attracts us in the 
first place. We are extremely environmentally 
conscious and aim to minimise our impact as much 
as possible. We encourage trekkers to travel 
responsibly and take care to leave as little impact as 
possible. We are well motivated towards eco-friendly 
practices and carry out all our garbage. Our aim is to 
help protect and preserve this beautiful environment 
for future generations of trekkers to enjoy. 

E is for Expenses. You will need cash for 
guides/porter/cook tips (approx. US$300 per trekker 
depending on the number of trekkers), drinks, 
personal spending money, souvenirs etc. There are 
lots of ATMs in Moshi if you wish to withdraw cash 
but be aware that your bank may charge for overseas 
withdrawals and transactions and some banks block 
overseas transactions so inform your bank before 
departure.  
 
F is for First Aid kit. You should have a small first 
aid kit of essential items which is for your own 
personal use. Your tour leader is not allowed to give 
you medication so you must ensure you have access 
to your own first aid kit in your daypack. Items to 
include: anti-malaria medicine, personal prescription 
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medicine, painkillers, plasters/blister plasters, insect 
repellent (containing 50% DEET), anti-histamine 
tablets, Imodium (loperamide), rehydration sachets, 
lip balm with SPF, zinc oxide tape etc. 
 
F is also for Fitness. A very good general level of 
fitness is required. You should start a training 
programme well before your departure including hill 
walking and cardiovascular workouts to both improve 
your stamina and your ability to walk up and down 
gradients. Hills should feature heavily in your training. 
During the trek you will be walking extremely slowly 
but for many hours, so it is essential that you have 
the stamina to walk for at least 8 hours, as summit 
night can be up to twice this duration. The Different 
Travel Company has the right to refuse anyone who 
they feel is not fit enough for the challenge, to ensure 
the health and safety of the individual and the group. 
 
F is also for Food. All the food provided for you 
during the trek is tasty and filling, with a combination 
of Western meals and traditional Tanzanian food. 
Please let us know in advance about any dietary 
requirements you may have. Dishes include (but are 
not limited to) the following.  
Breakfast: porridge, fresh fruit, toast, sausages, eggs 
etc.  
Lunch: If you have a packed lunch it may be 
sandwiches, boiled egg and cake, a carton of juice, 
biscuits and fruit. If it is a hot lunch it may be soup 
and bread, toasted sandwiches, eggs, cakes, fresh 
fruit, salad, stew, pasta etc. 
Snacks: Popcorn and biscuits 
Dinner: Soup and bread, salad, coleslaw, potatoes, 
vegetables, pasta, rice, meat or vegetable stew, fish, 
eggs etc. 
All your meals are freshly prepared by the chef. A 
mess tent with tables, chairs, plates, mugs and 
cutlery is provided.  
 
G is for Gloves. Temperatures will be low so you are 
recommended to bring two pairs of gloves. Warm 
waterproof and windproof gloves with a liner glove 
and/or mittens with a liner glove would be suitable. 
Basic hand warmers such as Hot Hands hand 
warmers are also a worthwhile consideration. 

H is for Haggling. When shopping for gifts in market 
places where there are no price tags on items it is 
expected that you will haggle. The first price is 
sometimes up to 5 times more than the value of the 
item, but remember that you should engage with the 
vendor to encourage rapport before haggling then 
only pay what you think is a good price for the item, 
not trying to get the lowest price possible. 

H is also for Head Torch. This is an essential item 
for the trek. You will use it each evening around 
camp, during the majority of the summit attempt and 
if you arrive into camp later in the afternoon it is 
important for your safety. The Petzl Tikka headlamp 
is an example of a very high quality head torch but 
there are some very good inexpensive head torches 
available if you shop around. Please ensure you take 
an LED torch, as ones with bulbs are not bright 
enough, and bring some spare batteries. 

H is also for Health. Different Travel regrets that we 

cannot provide medical advice on recommendations 
on vaccinations you should have. You MUST see 
your own GP or travel health professional at least 8 
weeks before travelling for a personalised medical 
assessment. For general information on vaccinations 
visit http://www.fitfortravel.scot.nhs.uk or 
http://www.nathnac.org. Please note that failure to be 
adequately vaccinated and protected against 
diseases can sometimes invalidate travel insurance 
policies as it is considered that you have not taken 
necessary precautions.  

Yellow Fever vaccination: The rules surrounding 

the Yellow Fever vaccination change so please refer 
to the Tanzanian High Commission for advice: 
http://tanzaniahighcommission.co.uk/index.php?optio
n=com_content&view=article&id=62&Itemid=73.  
 
Malaria: Malaria occurs in Tanzania, specifically 
Moshi where you will be before and after the climb, 
so you should seek medical advice on appropriate 
prophylaxis. Whichever tablets are prescribed, follow 
the instructions carefully as these require you to start 
the course prior to your departure and continue taking 
them after departing a malarial area. Anti-malarial 
medication alone cannot offer you 100% protection 
so bite prevention is important. Cover your skin (long 
sleeves/trousers) from dusk to dawn, use 50% DEET 
mosquito repellent and sleep under a mosquito net 
(provided in the hotel). Upon your return you should 
mention to your doctor that you have been to a 
malarial area if you develop any symptoms (fever, 
fatigue). 
 
Altitude sickness medication: Diamox 
(Acetazolamide) may be prescribed by some GPs but 
it is unlicensed and a thorough consultation should be 
sought. 

Never take medication given to you by other climbers 
or your teammates as you cannot be sure if you will 
have an adverse reaction to it, or how well the tablets 
have been kept; only take medication prescribed by 
your own GP. 

http://www.fitfortravel.scot.nhs.uk/
http://www.nathnac.org/
http://tanzaniahighcommission.co.uk/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=62&Itemid=73
http://tanzaniahighcommission.co.uk/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=62&Itemid=73
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H is also for Hiking Poles. Some people find them 
very useful as it takes pressure off the knees and can 
make trekking easier, particularly during the descent, 
but some people find them a hindrance. You are 
advised to try them out first to see if you think they 
would suit you. 
 
H is also for Hygiene. You are advised to bring a 
pack of baby wipes to freshen up each day. Each 
morning and before meals you will be able to wash 
your hands and face with hot water and soap. You 
may wish to bring a small towel or flannel to dry off.  

I is also for Insect Repellent. DEET is the most 
effective repellent available. The Department of 
Health recommends 50% DEET is the maximum that 
you should use ON YOUR SKIN. Despite what you 
would think, the higher the concentration the less 
effective DEET is. You can use higher concentrations 
on clothing but test it first because DEET can melt 
plastic, stain clothes and remove dye. Be careful 
when using any DEET product.  
 
I is for Insulation mat. You will need to bring your 
own sleeping mat for the trek. A Thermarest or similar 
inflatable mat would be ideal. You can hire a mat 
locally if you wish for approx. US$10 per trek. 

I is for Insurance. The Different Travel Company will 
do everything possible to ensure a safe and 
enjoyable trip however unexpected things can occur 
such as your cancellation, delays, medical problems 
and baggage loss etc. Thus, the purchase of travel 
insurance for our expeditions, such as a policy from 
Campbell Irvine, is mandatory and you are advised to 
organise this at the time of booking to ensure you are 
covered immediately. Travel Insurance is a cost 
effective way to protect yourself and your equipment. 
http://www.campbellirvinedirect.com/differenttravel 
Please note: most travel insurance policies protect you 

before departure too so it is advised to buy insurance as 

close to booking as possible to protect the loss of your 

registration fee as a result of cancellation due to injury, 

illness etc. 

K is for Kit bag. You will need a trek kit bag which 
will be carried by to each camp by porters. The 
weight limit for this is 10-12kg. This will contain 
your entire luggage for the trek including your 
sleeping bag. It should be strong, light and 
waterproof. Some examples of a kit bag include: 
North Face Base Camp duffle bag, Mountain 
Equipment Wet and Dry Bag, Rab Expedition Kit Bag 
but please shop around as there are many available 
in outdoors stores for various prices. A large rucksack 
is suitable too. Do not bring a solid suitcase or holdall 

with wheels as this is not suitable. It is handy to bring 
a variety of plastic bags and/or dry bags to put 
particular items inside (such as your sleeping bag) in 
case of poor weather while the luggage is being 
transported. 
 
L is for Language. The main languages of Tanzania 

are Kiswahili and English. A few useful phrases and 
numbers in Swahili:    
Jambo - Hello, 
Habari? - How are you? 
Mzuri - I'm fine  
Nzuri (sana) – (very) good                                                       
Sawa – Okay                                               
Tafadhali - Please                                                    
Samahani - Excuse me  
Asante (sana) - Thanks (a 
lot)                                      
Lala salama - Goodnight  
Kwaheri - Goodbye                                             
Ndiyo - Yes                                                    
Hapana – No                                                             
Pole - Sorry                                                         
Bia – Beer       

1 - Moja  
2 – Mbili   
3 – Tatu   
4 - Nne    
5 – Tano 
6 – Sita        
7 – Saba  
8 - Nane   
9 - Tisa      
10 – Kumi  
11- Kumi na moja    
12 - Kumi na mbili  

                                      
L is also for Laundry. Laundry facilities are available 
at the hotel and charged per item. 
 
L is also for Luggage. You will need the following 4 
luggage items. 
1. A small daypack of 25-30 litres capacity which 

you will carry yourself during the trek. This should 
have a hip belt and chest strap for optimal comfort. 
2. A kit bag/holdall for your trek luggage which will 
be carried to camp by porters. A suitcase is not 
suitable as a kit bag. 
3. A suitcase/large rucksack to hold your entire 
luggage (including your empty trek kit bag) for when 
you check in on the airline. This can be left in Moshi 
with anything not required for the trek (e.g. toiletries, 
hair straighteners etc.). 
4. Some combination padlocks to secure your 
luggage.  

M is for Money. There are plenty of banks in Moshi 

where you can exchange cash (Pounds) but you will 
be arriving on Sunday when banks will be closed so 
your best bet is to withdraw cash from an ATM. 
Please note that if you withdraw cash from an ATM 
your bank may charge you for withdrawals and 
transactions. Travellers’ cheques are difficult to cash 
and are best avoided. Gifts and souvenirs can be 
purchased in Pounds Sterling or US Dollars but local 
currency (Tanzanian Shillings) is best and gives you 
more haggling power. The current rate of exchange is 
3563 Shillings to the Pound. 

http://www.campbellirvinedirect.com/differenttravel
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N is for Nibbles. You should bring a few snack items 
for the trek, particularly for summit night. You do not 
need to bring much – you will be fed really well! 
Please only bring snacks you will enjoy eating; now is 
not the time to worry about calories. 
 
N is for Nailbrush. You are given small bowls of 
water to wash your hands each morning and having a 
nail brush can make a huge difference to the 
cleanliness of your hands and is an item many people 
say they wish they had brought! 
 
P is for Phone. If you have a GSM900/1800 mobile 
phone you should be able to use it without any 
problems on Kili (subject to your phone provider 
terms and conditions, and phone reception in your 
location). Phone signal may be intermittent during the 
trek. Roaming calls may be very expensive. See also 
C is for Communications. 

P is for Photocopies. Photocopy (and scan & email 
to yourself) of all your documents (insurance details, 
flight numbers, passport, credit/debit cards etc.) and 
take a copy with you during the trip. If you lose any of 
your documents you will then have access to a copy 
online and with you.  

P is for Photography. When taking photographs of 

the local people, it is polite to ask their permission. 
Taking a photograph of someone without their 
permission, especially in rural areas, can cause 
offence. In contrast, taking photographs of someone 
you have become friendly with is usually very 
welcome.  
 
P is also for Poverty. Poverty in Tanzania can be 
distressing. It is important not to underestimate the 
psychological impact of viewing poverty, and a sense 
of helplessness and guilt that often comes from it. 
Some people respond to such sights by feeling they 
must do everything they can to help everyone they 
can. The risk with this is that it leads to 
disappointment and disillusionment as no one person 
can do everything. The secret here is to recognise 
the signs (raised levels of stress, feeling emotional, 
guilty, frustrated and angry) and to set realistic goals 
about what you can and cannot do. We also 
recommend that you avoid acting on impulse – 
especially when it comes to giving away money. 
People may seem genuine, but very many people still 
regard tourists as ‘cash cows’ and act dishonestly 
and unethically. Do check with your guides before 
giving money. The general advice is (i) question 
everything you are told, (ii) don’t be afraid to say no, 
and (iii) check it out with your guides. 

 
R is for Religion. About 40-45% of the population 
practice Christianity, about 35-40% practice Islam. 
However, all but the very modern and educated 
Tanzanians will also hold traditional beliefs.  This is 
part of what makes Tanzania such an interesting 
country to visit.   
 
S is for Safety. Incidences of petty theft such as 
pick-pocketing and bag snatching do occur in the 
larger cities and tourist areas so common sense 
precautions apply (no flashy jewellery, keep wallets 
out of sight, don’t leave bags unattended etc.).  

S is for Sleeping bag. You will be staying in tents 
during the trek and it will be very cold at night at the 
higher altitude campsites. You will need a sleeping 
bag which has a comfort rating of at least -10°C. 
Please note: a sleeping bag comfort rating is NOT 
the same as the extreme rating, so an ‘extreme  

-10°C’ sleeping bag will not be suitable. The 
European standard for sleeping bags measures four 
temperature ratings: 

 Upper Limit — the temperature at which a 

standard man can sleep without excessive 
perspiration. It is established with the hood 
and zippers open and with the arms outside of 
the bag. 

 Comfort — the temperature at which a 

standard woman can expect to sleep 
comfortably in a relaxed position. 

 Lower Limit — the temperature at which a 

standard man can sleep for eight hours in a 
curled position without waking. 

 Extreme — the minimum temperature at 

which a standard woman can remain for six 
hours without risk of death from hypothermia. 

Examples of suitable sleeping bags include: Snugpak 
Softie Winter (£65); Mountain Hardware Lamina0 (-
12°C comfort) (£120); Rab Alpine 600 Down (£345); 
Marmot Sawtooth (£185); Snugpak Softie Chrysalis 
Expedition (-15°C comfort) £80.  
Please contact us on info@different-travel.com for 
more advice. 

S is also for Sleeping bag liner. A silk or fleece liner 

is highly recommended as it adds an extra layer of 
insulation to your sleeping bag but also helps to keep 
it clean from sweat and dirt. You sweat around 300ml 
in a sleeping bag each night and without a liner this 
will absorb into your sleeping bag and will get very 
smelly. It is also handy to have if you get too hot and 
night and unzip your sleeping bag but want to be 
covered by something. 
 
S is also for Socks. The most important thing to 

mailto:info@different-travel.com
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remember when it comes to socks is that they are of 
good quality, non-cotton and will not slip down or sag 
in your boots which is one of the main causes of 
blisters. During your trek you will be wearing your 
breathable, waterproof boots and so you should wear 
socks to compliment these. Cotton socks absorb 
sweat and hinder its evaporation, making them damp 
and therefore likely to rub against your feet, causing 
blisters. Socks containing Coolmax (a brand of 
polyester), nylon, or Merino wool all have wicking 
properties. This means that instead of the fabric 
absorbing sweat, it pulls it away from the skin for it to 
evaporate. When you wear socks like these they will 
complement the breathability of your boots, and your 
feet will stay cool and you will avoid blisters.  

T is for Tipping. The actual tip amount you will need 
to bring for the staff will vary depending on the final 
group size and how much trek baggage everyone 
packs because the more trekkers there are (and the 
heavier their bags) the more staff will be required to 
support the group on the mountain.  
The tip culture on Kilimanjaro is slightly different to 
many other treks and perhaps tip should be referred 
to as a ‘bonus’ as this has now become a standard 
and expected contribution to the staff who have 
worked exceptionally hard to help you every step of 
the way on the mountain. On average you can expect 
to pay a minimum of US$300 per trekker which is 
combined and split amongst the Kilimanjaro trek staff 
on a sliding scale based on hierarchy; from the 
guides at the top to the porters at the bottom.  
We are proud that our local partners are a partner of 
the Kilimanjaro Porters Assistance Project, which 
exists to recognise the demanding labour that porters 
perform on the mountain and are committed to 
improving conditions for them. It is under this scheme 
that the recommendations for tips are laid out. 
http://www.kiliporters.org/  
Before departure, many people feel this amount is 
very high and cannot understand why they need to tip 
this much, but after departure they wish they had 
brought more money to add to the pot because of 
how extraordinarily hard the staff work to support the 
team. You will be informed of the final suggested 
tip amount 8 weeks before departure, based on 
the final group size. 
 
T is also for Toilets. At the campsites on the climb, 

the toilets will be African ‘long drop’ style and will vary 
in regards to cleanliness and quality. Great efforts 
have been made to improve the toilet facilities on the 
mountain with proper tiled toilet blocks being built 
which are easier to keep clean than the classic 
wooden shacks. These can still be very smelly so 
bringing a bandana (or even a few surgical masks) 

which you can add Olbas oil or Tiger Balm to, to 
disguise the smell, is recommended.  
You will need to bring your own toilet paper as this is 
not provided on the trek. If you wish to use the toilet 
during the trek, you will need to find a bush/rock as 
there are virtually no toilet facilities along the trails 
(you will usually only find toilets at the camps). 
Please do not leave toilet paper on the mountain; you 
must put it in a bag and dispose of it properly at the 
campsite. At the hotel toilets are Western style 
flushing toilets. 
 
T is also for Tickets (or e-tickets). These will be 
sent to you 2 weeks before departure. 

T is also for Tissues. On summit night it is strongly 

advised that you have a small pack of tissues in your 
pocket to wipe your nose which is likely to run in the 
cold conditions. If you don’t wipe your nose regularly, 
mucus may freeze on your nose or upper lip which 
can be very sore. 

T is also for Towel. You won’t need this for the hotel 
as it is provided, but during the trek you will be 
provided with a small amount of water to wash. In this 
event, you will need a small towel to dry yourself. A 
highly absorbent but lightweight and fast drying trek 
towel such as http://www.nomadtravel.co.uk/p-69-
travelproof-luxury-travel-towels.aspx or a flannel/face 
cloth is recommended.  

W is for Weather. Weather conditions will vary as 
the mountain has its own unpredictable weather 
systems so it could be bright and sunny, rainy, cloudy 
or humid. It’s important to be prepared for all weather 
conditions and temperatures by packing technical 
non-cotton layers. Temperatures will be dependent 
upon the weather but you can expect temperatures to 
average 20°C during the first few days, dropping 
down to 0°C at night, then decreasing to 5-15°C 
during the day as you ascend, with sub-zero night 
time temperatures (down to -10°C on average). The 
summit night will be extremely cold, with wind chill 
having an enormous impact on the temperature; 
temperatures can range for a balmy -5°C to an Arctic 
-30°C or colder.  

W is also for Water. Tap water at the hotel is not 
drinkable – you must not brush your teeth or rinse 
your mouth with the tap water, only use bottled or 
purified water. Bottled water is available to buy 
cheaply in the hotel or you can purify the tap water 
with purification such as Biox Aqua tablets. 
During the trek you will need to drink up to 5 litres of 
water per day, from your bottle, in soups and hot 
drinks. Your water will be purified for you with 

http://www.kiliporters.org/
http://www.nomadtravel.co.uk/p-69-travelproof-luxury-travel-towels.aspx
http://www.nomadtravel.co.uk/p-69-travelproof-luxury-travel-towels.aspx
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chlorine but this does leave a strong chemical taste in 
the water. If you wish you can bring your own 
preferred purification and purify your own water. 
You are recommended to bring a small (500ml max) 
bottle of squash or some electrolyte tablets to mask 
the taste of chemicals in order to ensure you drink 
plenty of water. Electrolyte tablets offer the benefit of 
turning your water into a sport drink which helps 
prevent dehydration before it begins; recommended 
brands include Nuun or High5 and are available in a 
wide variety of flavours for around £6 for 12 tablets.  
A 2-litre CamelBak or similar is recommended as 
your primary water container, with a 1-litre bottle such 
as a Sigg or Nalgene that has a thermal cover (to 
prevent water freezing) as a secondary bottle.   
 
Z is for Zinc Oxide tape. When your boots start to 
rub against your feet, you can apply zinc oxide tape 
to the hot spot to stop a blister developing. 
Prevention is better than cure! 
 
Last updated September 2015. 
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PLEASE NOTE:  This list is just a guideline and is not exhaustive – it does not take into account your personal 
preference or requirements.  

If you have any questions about anything on this packing list, please contact  
info@different-travel.com for more information.

 

 

 

 
 

Clothing   Essentials   Optional   

Casual shoes for Moshi    E-tickets and pre-departure info    Video Camera + batteries   

Trainers for camp (optional)    Passport & copy    Mobile phone & charger   

Waterproof walking boots    Visa or $50 for visa on arrival    MP3 player/iPod   

Long / convertible trek trousers x2    Cash / ATM card(s)    Battery chargers (e.g. solar)   

Underwear and trek socks    LED head torch + spare batteries   Trekking poles (can be hired)  

Breathable waterproof jacket    Pen for immigration forms    Gaiters   

Breathable waterproof trousers    Sunglasses (preferably polarized)    Dry bags   

Non cotton t-shirt    Camera + spare batteries    Sewing kit   

Long sleeved base layer top  x2-3     Toilet roll    
 

  

Warm fleece    Large pack of baby wipes    Hygiene   

Thermal long sleeve top     Nappy bags for used toilet paper    Shampoo / conditioner   

Thermal bottoms    
 

   Toothbrush/toothpaste   

Warm jacket (down or ski jacket)    First Aid Kit    Antiperspirant/deodorant   

Warm hat covering ears    Prescription medicine    Shower gel/ shave kit / loofah   

Sun hat    Anti-malaria medication    Wet wipes   

Gloves – thick and thin pair    50% DEET insect repellent    Toilet paper   

Buff (www.buffwear.co.uk)      Paracetamol / Ibuprofen   Sun cream (high SPF)   

Balaclava (optional)    Imodium (Loperamide)    Moisturiser lotion   

Baggage    Rehydration (Dioralyte)   Hand sanitizer   

Suitcase/rucksack for check-in luggage    Plasters   Nail brush   

Trek kit bag (carried by porters)    Blister plasters e.g. Compeed   Feminine hygiene products   

Daypack/Trek bag (25-30 litres)    Muscle rub (tiger balm/Deep Heat)    
 

 

Waterproof rain cover for daypack   Anti-histamine tablets/cream    Eating/Drinking  

 
  Antiseptic cream (e.g. Savlon)    Energy snacks   

Sleeping   Indigestion remedy (e.g. Gaviscon)   2-litre water bottle (e.g. CamelBak)   
Sleeping bag with comfort rating of  
-10°C or lower   Lip balm with SPF protection   

Water flavouring/electrolyte tablets 
(e.g. Nuun)   

Sleeping bag liner (silk or thermal)   Zinc oxide tape   1-litre bottle with thermal cover   

Ear plugs / Eye mask   Scissors/tweezers   Water purification (optional)   

Sleeping mat (e.g. Thermarest)   Throat lozenges (optional)      

   Decongestant (optional)      

   Spare glasses/contact lenses      

 
   

mailto:info@different-travel.com
http://www.buffwear.co.uk/

